ENDOWED CHAIRS
ACADEMIC YEAR 2017-2018

UNIVERSITY

William P. CLEMENTS, Jr. Executive Director of SMU-in-Taos
  Mike Adler

MAGUIRE Chair in Ethics
  Stephen Long

The William F. MAY Director of the Cary M. Maguire Center for Ethics and Public Responsibility
  Rita Kirk

Elizabeth SCURLOCK Professor in Human Values
  Charles E. Curran

PRE-CAMPAIGN ENDOWED CHAIRS
UNIVERSITY

The Linda Wertheimer HART Director of the Linda and Mitch Hart eCenter
  Open

EDWIN L. COX SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Jane and Pat BOLIN Director of the Maguire Energy Institute
  Bruce Bullock (Staff)

Harold M. BRIERLEY Endowed Professor
  Marcia Armstrong

CARUTH Chair of Financial Management
  Darius Miller

Carr P. COLLINS, JR. Chair in Management Information Science
  Amit Basu

James M. COLLINS Chair in Finance
  Kumar Venkataraman

Eugene J. and Ruth F. CONSTANTIN, JR. Distinguished Chair in Business
  Bezalel Gavish
Clara R. and Leo F. **CORRIGAN, SR.** Endowed Chair in Real Estate
William Brueggeman (Retires 07/31/2018)

Marilyn R. and Leo F. **CORRIGAN, JR.** Endowed Professorship(s)
Sreekumar Bhaskaran (ITOM)
Richard Briesch (Marketing)
Stan Markov (ACCT)
Ulrike Schultze (ITOM)
Edward Fox (Marketing)

**Robert B. CULLUM** Professorship in Accounting
Hemang Desai

The Charles L. **DEXTER** Chair of Insurance
Robert Puelz

The Janet and Craig **DUCHOSSOIS** Endowed Professorship in Management and Organizations Fund
Robin Pinkley

The **FABACHER** Endowed Professor of Alternative Asset Management
Donald Shelly

The Jerome M. **FULLINWIDER** Endowed Centennial Chair in Economic Freedom
Robert A. Lawson

Phyllis Gough **HUFFINGTON** Chair in Finance
Open

The Herman W. **LAY** Chair of Marketing
William Dillon

The Bobby B. **LYLE** Endowed Professor of Entrepreneurial Studies
Gordon Walker

**MAGUIRE** Chair of Oil and Gas Management
James Smith

The Endowed Professor in American Capitalism (**MERRIMAN**)Maribeth Kuenzi

The David B. **MILLER** Endowed Professor in Business
Steven Currall

The Linda A. and Kenneth R. **MORRIS** Endowed Director of the Caruth Institute for Entrepreneurship
Jerry White (Staff – Caruth Institute Director)

William J. O’NEIL Chair in Global Markets and Freedom
Albert Niemi, Jr.

Mary Jo Vaughn RAUSCHER Chair of Financial Investments (Supported by Ann Rife COX Investment Fund and Nancy Chambers UNDERWOOD Endowment)
William Maxwell

Harold SIMMONS Chair in Marketing
Raj Sethuraman

The Helmut SOHМEN Endowed Professor in Corporate Governance
Wayne Shaw

The TOLLESON Chair in Business Leadership
Matthew B. Myers

Distinguished Chair in Accounting
Joseph Magliolo

Distinguished Chair in Finance
James Linck

PRE-CAMPAIN ENDOWED CHAIRS
EDWIN L. COX SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

The W. R. and Judy HOWELL DIRECTOR of The JCPenney Center for Retail Excellence
Ed Fox

The Charles WYLY Professor of Management Information Sciences
John Hartley Semple

DEDMAN COLLEGE

Jeremy du Quesnay ADAMS Centennial Professorship in Western European Medieval History
Open

Claude C. ALBRITTON, JR. Chair in Earth Sciences
Brian Stump

The Ruth and Kenneth ALTSHULER Centennial Interdisciplinary Professor in Cities, Regions and Globalization
Klaus Desmet
The Ruth Collins Altshuler Endowed Professor and Director of the Interdisciplinary Institute at SMU
Caroline Brettell

Betty Clements Chair in Applied Mathematics
Wei Cai

Robert H. and Nancy Dedman Professor in Economics
Open

Robert H. and Nancy Dedman Professor of History
Neil Foley

Robert H. and Nancy Dedman Trustee Professor in Economics
Open

William Edward Easterwood Chair in Philosophy
Douglas Ehring

Charles F. Frensley Chair of Mathematics
Ronald W. Butler

Daisy Deane Frensley Chair in English Literature
Dennis Foster

The Geurin-Pettus Distinguished Chair in American Politics and Political Economy
Harold Stanley

The Duwain E. Hughes, Jr. Distinguished Chair for English
Open

Floyd B. James Trustee Professor
Adam Norris

The Harold A. Jeskey Endowed Chair in Chemistry
Isaac Garcia-Bosch

Edmund J. and Louise W. Kahn Chair in History
Kenneth Andrien

Edmund J. and Louise W. Kahn Chair in Humanities
Ezra Greenspan

The Nate and Ann Levine Endowed Chair in Jewish Studies
Serge Frolov
THE GLENN LINDEN ENDOWED PROFESSOR
Ariel Ron

Clifford W. MATTHEWS Chair in Earth Sciences
Open

Eugene MCELVANEY Chair in Political Science;
Dennis Ippolito

The Dale MCKISSICK Endowed Professor in Psychology
Ernest Jouriles

Jacob and Frances Sanger MOSSIKER Endowed Chair
Steven Weisenburger

The Laurence and Catherine PERRINE Endowed Chair in English
Jacob Rubin

The C. Vincent PROTHRO Distinguished Chair in Biological Sciences
Open

SHULER-FOSCUE Chair in Earth Sciences
Zhong Lu

The John Goodwin TOWER Distinguished Chair in International Politics and National Security
Open

PRE-CAMPAIGN ENDOWED CHAIRS
DEDMAN COLLEGE

The George F. and Ora Nixon ARNOLD Professor in American Statesmanship and Government (Fund in Trust)
James Hollifield

The William B. HAMILTON Chair in Earth Sciences
Open

HENDERSON-MORRISON Chair in Anthropology
David Meltzer

The E. A. LILLY Professor in English
Ross Murfin

1 Supported by the Ed E. and Gladys Hurley Foundation Endowment and the Eugene McElvaney Endowment
DEDMAN SCHOOL OF LAW

The Judge William Hawley ATWELL Chair of Constitutional Law
Dale Carpenter

The Alan R. BROMBERG Centennial Chair in Corporate, Partnership and Securities Law
Open

The Alan D. FELD Endowed Professor
Chris Hanna

George W. HUTCHISON Chair in Energy Law
John S. Lowe

The Judge James NOEL Dean and Professor of Law
Jennifer Collins

Rupert and Lillian RADFORD Chair of Law
Marc I. Steinberg

The Ellen SOLENDER Endowed Chair in Women and the Law Fund
Joanna Grossman

The James Cleo THOMPSON, SR. Professor of Law
Peter Winship

The Amy Abboud WARE Professor of Law
Jenia Turner

PRE-CAMPAIGN ENDOWED CHAIRS
DEDMAN SCHOOL OF LAW

The M.D. ANDERSON Foundation Endowed Professor in Health Law
Jeffrey Gaba

The Adelfa Botello CALLEJO Endowed Professorship in Leadership and Latino Studies
Nathan Cortez

The Richard R. LEE Professorship in Law
Elizabeth Thornburg

The Homer R. MITCHELL Endowed Professor in Commercial and Insurance Law Fund
Greg Crespi

LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
The **ADDY** Family Centennial Professor in Civil Engineering

*Open*

The George R. **BROWN** Chair in Mechanical Engineering

Vulkan Otugan

The Herman **BROWN** Chair in Engineering

Radovan Kovacevic

Cruse C. and Marjorie F. **CALAHAN** Centennial Chair in Engineering

David W. Matula

J. Lindsay **EMBREY** Trustee Professorship (Assistant Professor Rank)

*Open*

J. Lindsay **EMBREY** Trustee Professorship (Assistant Professor Rank)

*Open*

Cecil and Ida **GREEN** Chair of Engineering

W. Milton Gosney, Chair of Engineering

Dinesh Rajan, Professor of Engineering

Cecil H. **GREEN** Chair of Engineering

Mitchell A. Thornton, Chair of Engineering

Sila Cetinkaya, Professor of Engineering

The Bobby B. **LYLE** Centennial Distinguished Endowed Chair in Cyber Security

Frederick Chang

The Bobby B. **LYLE** Endowed Professor in Engineering Innovation

Marc P. Christensen

The Bobby B. **LYLE** Centennial Chair in Engineering Entrepreneurship

Duncan L. MacFarlane

The Bobby B. **LYLE** Endowed Professor of Leadership and Global Entrepreneurship

Barbara Minsker

The James H. **McIntosh** Endowed Chair in Engineering

*Open*

The William T. and Gay F. **SOLOMEN** Endowed Professor in Engineering and Global Development

*Open*

The Mary and Richard **TEMPLETON** Centennial Chair of Electrical Engineering
Open

The **Texas Instruments** Distinguished Chair in Engineering Education and Director of The Caruth Institute for Engineering Education

Open

The Robert C. **Womack** Endowed Chair in Engineering
MinJun Kim

**Pre-Campaign Endowed Chairs**

**Lyle School of Engineering**

**Brown Foundation, Inc.** Endowed Professor of Engineering
Tindaro Ioppolo

**Meadows School of the Arts**

The **BELO** Foundation Endowed Distinguished Chair in Journalism
Tony Pederson

The Linda P. and William A **Custard** Director of the Meadows Museum and Centennial Chair in the Meadows School of the Arts Endowed
Mark Roglan

The Leah Young **Fullinwider** Endowed Centennial Chair in Music Performance
Stefan Engels

The Karl **Kilinski, II** Endowed Chair in Hellenic Visual Culture
Stephanie Langin-Hooper

The **Kleinheinz** Family Endowment for the Arts and Education Endowed Chair in Art History
Amy Freund

The **Marriott** Family Endowed Professor
Alice Kendrick

Algur H. **Meadows** Deanship
Sam Holland

William J. **O’Neil** Chair in Business Journalism
Mark Vamos

The Martha Raley **Peak** Endowed Centennial Chair and Director of the Meadows Symphony Orchestra
Paul Phillips

Office of the Associate Provost
12/14/2017
The Emily Rich **SUMMERS** Endowed Professorship in Art History
   Adam Herring

Joel Estes **TATE** Chair in Piano or Organ
   Joaquin Achucarro

The **TEMERLIN** Advertising Institute for Education and Research Endowment Fund
   Steven Edwards

The Endowed Distinguished Research Chair in Art History
   Open

**PRE-CAMPAIGN ENDOwed CHAIRS**
**MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS**

The Stan **RICHARDS** Creative Chair in Advertising
   Willie Baronet

**PERKINS SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY**

The Leighton K. **FARRELL** Centennial Chair in New Testament Fund
   Open

Umphrey **LEE** Endowed Professor in Methodist History
   Open

**LEHMAN** Chair of Christian Doctrine
   Bruce Marshall

The Geo. W. and Nell Ayers **LEVAN** Endowed Chair of Preaching and Worship
   Alyce McKenzie

Albert Cook **OUTLER** Chair in Wesley Studies
   William J. Abraham

Lois Craddock **PERKINS** Chair in Homiletics
   O. Wesley Allen

The William Joseph Ambrose **POWER** Professor of Biblical Hebrew and Old Testament Interpretation
   John R. Levison

The **WENDLAND-COOK** Endowed Professor in Constructive Theology
   Open

Office of the Associate Provost
12/14/2017
The **Susanna Wesley** Centennial Chair in Practical Theology  
Evelyn Parker

**Simmons School of Education and Human Development**

The Patsy and Ray **Caldwell** Centennial Chair in the Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development  
Stephanie Al Otaiba

The Mary Elizabeth **Holdsworth** Endowed Professorship in the Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development  
*Open*

The Glenn **Simmons** Endowed Professor in the Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development  
Peter Weyand

The Annette and Harold **Simmons** Centennial Chair in the Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development  
Frank Hernandez

The Leon **Simmons** Endowed Deanship  
Stephanie L. Knight

The **Texas Instruments** Endowed Chair/Director in Education Fund  
Leanne Ketterlin Geller

**NOTE:** There are 7 additional planned gift endowed chairs that are not funded. They are included in the 116 Endowed Faculty Positions shown in the Second Century Campaign final report.
ROTATING ENDOWED FACULTY  
(NOT COUNTED AS CHR) 
ACADEMIC YEAR 2016-2017

DEDMAN COLLEGE

The Bill and Rita Clements Visiting Professor at Fort Burgwin (Not counted as CHR - Lecturers)
Open

The J. H. Hamilton Visiting Scholars Program in Geophysical Sciences (Not counted as CHR)
Open

The Judith K. and A. Kenneth Pye Trustee Visiting Professor in History (Not counted as CHR)
Open

The David W. Starr Visiting Assistant Professor in Mathematics (Not counted as CHR)
Open

DEDMAN SCHOOL OF LAW

The Charles J. and Inez Wright Visiting Professor in Law (Not counted as CHR)
Open

MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS

Eleanor Tufts Distinguished Visiting Professor in Art History (Not counted as CHR)
Open